
Standards and Objectives

To Post or NOT to Post



Why bother posting?
1.  Many students with learning disabilities have limited auditory 
memory, provide stimulus to maintain attention and self-
monitoring.

Many students with learning disabilities have limited auditory memory, provide stimulus to maintain 
attention and self-monitoring.

2.  Addresses the learning needs of students with limited visual 
memory

Many learning disabled students also have difficulties with visual memory and they require the posted learning 
objectives to maintain attention on the objective.

3.  Addresses the learning needs of students who are “visually 
preferred”

Almost 50% of students are visually preferred and they need posted objectives to maintain their focus.

4.  Addresses the learning needs of ELL students Many ELL students have difficulty with oral language and they benefit from having posted learning objectives to 
understand the objectives and to maintain their attention.

5.  Motivates students to learn by providing a focus Motivation is goal directed behavior and students need to know the goals to know how to focus their attention and 
to determine goal accomplishment.

6.  Motivates students by making them feel safe Students need to believe they are safe from fear of embarrassment or physical harm. Students feel safer when 
they know exactly what you want.

7.  Addresses the trust issues of some learners Learners often have trust issues when their learning is evaluated by the teacher.  
•Students feel safer when teachers tell them the learning objectives, indicators for success, and explain the ways 
they will assess learning.  
•Trust develops when the posted objectives match instruction and both of those match the assessments.

8.  Increases student involvement and responsibility for learning. •When students understand the learning targets and indicators for success, they can measure their progress 
toward the goals.
•Students can use the learner objectives/goals to make adjustments in their learning approach/strategies.

9.  Increases students chances for success •Learners need significant evidence of meaningful progress toward a goal, mastery of significant challenges, 
valued competence, creativity, or skillfulness.

10.  Increases achievement and is strongly supported by research •Done well, setting objectives and providing related feedback can increase student achievement by 27 percentile 
points.

11.  Improves assessment of student learning •Clear learning targets/objectives provide guides for creating formative (during learning) and summative (at the 
end of learning) assessments.
•Teachers can effective communicate feedback to students about their progress.

12.  Easy to create an use •Learning objectives guide lesson planning. Writing learning objectives (and posting them), is relatively easy to do 
and, therefore, can be implemented (almost) immediately.
•Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956) can guide teachers to create objectives that represents various cognitive levels.



Examples of ways to post…

*At beginning of daily powerpoint

*Poster of ALL standards or objectives-use clothespin to designate the ones using
(Many companies have created this for each state)

*Spreadsheet on wall with all listed…check off or date ones using…put on a ring

*Slips of paper with magnetic tape on back to post on cabinets, boards, etc.

*Post each day on a write-on, wipe-off surface

*Write one standard on an index card, keep on a ring, flip to the standard or 
objective of the day.  Post this ring in front of the class on a nail, hook, or 
thumbtack

*Strips of paper placed in a pocket chart



Check these ideas out…



Body Systems
Frogs have intricate body systems. When 
studying the body systems of frogs, create 
objectives that can be measured through 
labeling and description. Some examples 
of the objectives include:
- Students will be able to label the parts of 
a frog's skeletal system.
- Students will be able to identify the 
difference between male and female frogs' 
reproductive systems.
- Students will draw and label the parts of a 
frog's mouth.
- The students will describe the function of 
the frog's respiratory system.



Create “I Can” statements ….

These are already created on the web.  A simple google search can help.





Create a space or area 
where standards and 
objectives can always be 
found by students or 
administrators.





Middle School PE – White Boards where groups meet daily



All levels can use the 
Jim Curry method of 
posting Objectives.  

Great way to set the 
class up for 
differentiation 
activities as well.  



Many Common Core Standards 
are already available for purchase 
from teachers sites such as 
Teachers Pay Teachers or 
Teacher’s Notebook.    



Place them in an 
area where other 
necessary 
information is 
posted for 
students.










